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A b s tra c t .  We present Sunyaev-Zel’dovich Effect (SZE) observations of 
distant, highly X-ray luminous clusters of galaxies. We use the SZE data 
to  constrain their total masses, independent of X-ray observations. To 
do this, we assume the clusters have the same gas mass fraction as that 
derived from SZE measurements of a sample of known massive clusters,
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and then infer each duster’s mass from its SZE data. In the systems
w l  ,P ,W  X‘ray temPGratures> we find good agreement between our 
WJjrdemed temperatures and those inferred from X-ray spectroscopy; 
m the system without X-ray derived temperatures, the SZE data provide 
the first confirmation that it is indeed a massive system.
Sundance of clusters at high redshift is critically sensitive to 
he values of the cosmological parameters and so the demonstrated ability
in H p i lT T  f v St6r ] emperatures and masses from SZE observations
tn nmh t!! j - / ray illustrates the power of using deep SZE surveys to probe the distant universe.
!• Introduction
the physical and cosmoln^1 ^  re^s^ '^  can Place powerful constraints on 
& Cen 1992; Luppino k  TV/ of structure formation models (Bahcall
1998; Eke et a S  n S ®  ^  0ukbir & Blanchard 1997; Donahue et al. 
is provided by the most m a ^ ’ Holder 2001). The greatest leverage
Mohr 2001); in fact to co n stra in t 4 dUSterS (e'g ' ’ H older> Haiman &
than 0.5. Ongoine anH nian j  A’ °ne must use dusters with redshifts greater
cluster candidate objects A SUrveys generate large numbers of massive
outstanding technical e ®cience proceeds into the realm of surveys, one
high-redshfit bc h™  ‘°  b e s t d e te rm in e  th e  m a sse s  o f th e  
large distances. For exam nU  maS|S m easu rem en t b eco m e re so u rc e -in te n s iv e  a t
surement of the temperaturp nf^*C ^ster s mass can be estimated from a mea-
itsmass through an observaHm! ®!ntracIuster medium (ICM), which relates to 
Bohrinp-pr onm. . tionally-determinprl In t v )____1’
• i . ’ lwelzler, & Navarm ionc\ J tueuieiicdiiy-buppuncu
ucialp°jnt) the X-ray spectrum f mass-temperature relation. To give a 
( e ~  7.5 keV), distant (redshift ^^osecond observation of a massive
at W nt yLelds a measurement of t h ^ n * ?  duSter with the Chandra ACIS in‘ 
0% confidence. A temperature temperature to about 10% accuracy
re^ lre an observation 5-10 Hm measurement of similar accuracy is expected
Weak gravitationall e n s l l  T  ^  with the % M M  facility.
confi^^ t0ta* mass- (Mass densit-86™^-10118 a s^o Perm' t a measurement of a 
m ls“ed ^  COres « £ £ £ ?  WhiCh generate strong lensing events are 
larire a W , rac^  as near as n n « 'iT V Ve re<lu r^e measurements of the cluster 
e f f i S S ar SCales is ^ L d  Z t  l \ °  thG ViriaI radius‘) Deep imaging over 
galaxies H °reaSes with duster dista ng mass estimates, and the imaging 
ecreases as well as the rm I f 6’ f  the surface brightness of the lensed
a m easu re^  *****  a ® * h o d f e S ®  ° f  aVailable to  be lensed' 
waso rig inX nn ° f the duster’s Su n y a e v ^ l ^  mSSS ° f  a galaxy cluster V‘a
dusters JuK Pres®nted in Joy et a l S m  ?°Vlch EfFect (SZE). This technique 
independent of th y 6 brightness of the SZF *  Particularly valuable for distant
the X-ray spectral anri 1S d e p e n d e n t of distance. It is also ^ "cu and ffravitQ+;— iid ■ . epenae t i i t . It i  i  gravitational lensing mass measurements;
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together, these three mass determinations can provide checks on the acccuracy 
of and systematic uncertainties in each method.
The Sunyaev-Zeldovich Effect provides a measure of the ICM pressure in­
tegrated along the line of sight (Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1972; Birkinshaw 1999). 
The SZE is manifested as a change in the observed brightness temperature of 
the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) radiation that results from passage 
through the cluster’s thermally ionized gas:
ATthermal rp \^B^T f  rn j;— -------- =  f (u ,T e) ------ 2 / n eTedl, (1)
1 CMB TUeC J
where Tq m b  is the microwave background temperature; o r  is the Thomson 
scattering cross section; and m e, n e, and Te are the electron mass, density, and 
temperature. The frequency dependence of the SZE is contained in the factor 
f ( v ,T e), and includes relativistic effects; in the Rayleigh-Jeans regime of the 
CMB spectrum, f (u )  ~  —2.
The integrated SZE flux is proportional to the gas mass in the cluster, 
weighted by the gas temperature:
/'dC l/\T  ~  M gas(Te)D ^ 2, (2)
where D a  is the angular diameter distance to the cluster. The total 
tional mass of the cluster can be determined from ne(r), w ic is cons r i 
spatially-resolved SZE measurements, and the electron temperature The 
the gas mass fraction, f gas, of the observed cluster can e e tion
from the measured SZE and the cluster’s temperature Under the• 
that the cluster gas mass fraction approaches a universa va ue, we ,,
relation around and instead estimate the cluster’s ICM temperature (and thence 
the mass) as th a t which reproduces the universal f gas■ fiv
We i e  this method to measure the masses of two d,sta<nt <dusters recently 
discovered in X-ray surveys, and a  cluster at simi ar re s 1 
tem perature and mass, to provide a test of the metho
2. Method
The gas mass fraction is calculated from an SZE observation «  a  ot ^
cluster's ICM tem perature. If we parametrize the electron d e n s . t , ^ n t a h o n  
as an isothermal beta-model (Cavaliere k  [W F e n u a n o  1976, 1981) w.tn
core radius r c
. N2\"3/5/2 (3)
n e(r) =  neo ( l  +  (r / r c) j  ’
the spatial distribution of the gas density can be recovered from the projected
SZE effect:
where 9  = r/D ^ , 0C =  rc/d j\, and AT(O) is proportional to  neo x Te . The central 
electron density can therefore be recovered from this relation:
-  A T (0) mec2 i f  7 °  /  ( B  \  2\  ~ 3j3/2 \
= - % [D\ [  [1 + (if) ) '») <5>
where the integral, dl, is along the line of sight. The gas mass is simply the 
electron number density integrated through the cluster volume, multiplied by 
the mean atomic weight of the ionized species:
Mgas ~ (imp j  ne(r)dV. (6)
hydrostatic equilibrium in the cluster potential, the cluster’s 
total mass can be determined from the gas density distribution:
M tot(<  r ) =  ( dlnne( r ) \
HtnvG  V dlnr ) '  10
Grevesse (1 9 8 ^  ^  ^  so a^r metallicity as measured by Anders &
fore the L  m L  that "  iS C°nStant th^ o u t  the IG M . There­
to the square of the gas''te ^ e ra tu re :^  ^  * dUSter iS inversely ProPortionai
(8)
gas mass fractioVw^derived fo u fs z F  m &S ^  universal ThiS temperatures of 18 i measurements and the published X-ray 
have kTe >^5 keV and ra ° ?  usin§ the relations above. The clusters 
are interferometric made from ° '14 *  z <  0.83. The SZE data 
Valley Radio Observatory f o v n n T Z  Zavclen£ths (26-36 GHz) a t the Owens 
(BIMA) millimeter-wave nhc a Berkeley-IUinois-Maryland Association 
clusters, is 0.081+0009>,-i r ° neS' T^e meai1 fg  w ithin r 5oo for these 18 
suming flMa 0.3,‘f f =  0.7). Stical uncertainty a t 68% confidence level, as-
perature from new SZE n u f  universal f gas. We estimate the  ICM tem-
clusters, recently discovered in !l°nS ° J ^ °  distant and hi§U y X-ray luminous 
a cluster at r e d s h i f t o  89 ^  R° SAT X-r^  C l J 1226.9+3332, 
^  al. 2001; Scharf et al lQO?) J \ T VeTed in the WARPS survey (Ebeling 
f  i» the RDCS shS '  C!J“ 52-7~«57, at redshift * =  0 83, wa,
«  al. 2000; Ebeling M ai SUtVeys (Della Ceca et aL 2000i
v x[0,5 -  2keV] > 2 x 1044k-2 ’ , )• Based on their X-ray luminosities
mass^ e- _ 100 erg s~ )>theSG clusters are thought to be highly
(T-n°$m teri™ne temperatiir^1'<f110 C,ompare our results on these clusters,
the EMSSds1Umin?Sity: MS f lj s te r a t  a  sim ilar redsh‘5^ survey (Gioia & T ■ ’ most distant cluster discovered 
& Luppmo 1994; Donahue et al. 1998; Hoekstra et
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Figure 1. Synthesized images of the SZE decrement in 
Cl J1226.9+3332, Cl J0152.7-1357, and MS 1054.4-0321. Left panel: 
Synthesized image of Cl J1226.9+3332, obtained by applying a Gaus­
sian taper with a half-power radius of 1 kA to the interferometer (u — v) 
data, yielding a resolution of 99.3" x 87.4" at position angle (p.a.) 32°. 
Contours are multiples of 290 / i  J (1.5<r), and the rms is 190 f i  J. Center 
panel: Synthesized image of Cl J0152.7-1357, obtained by applying a 
Gaussian taper with a half-power radius of 1 kA to the u — v  data, 
yielding a resolution of 151" x 87".9 at p.a. 4°. Contours are multiples 
of 480 nJ  (1.5cr), and the rms is 320 //J. Right panel: Synthesized im­
age of MS 1054.4-0321, obtained by applying a Gaussian taper with 
a half-power radius of 2 kA to the u — v  data, yielding a resolution of 
73".1 x 45".5 at p.a. 2°. Contours are multiples of 120 [iJ (1.5ct), and 
the rms is 80 /xJ.
al. 2000). The tem perature of MS 1054.4-0321 was estimated by Donahue et
al. from A S C A  d a ta  to be 12.3l 2!2 keV- . t ^privpd
The SZE images of these three clusters are shown m Figure 1. T 
temperatures and the total mass within 65" for each clus e r ^ ( v i a q  which 
reported in Table l. The range in temperature and mass reflect the 
give a gas mass fraction within the sample mean of t e rpgo . 
value. We make a number of assumptions in these ca cu a ion • eauilib-
isothermal; is spherically symmetric; and that the 8as *s m ^  fractions for 
rium, supported only by thermal pressure. However the gas masJ 
Cl J1226.9+3332 and Cl J0152.7-1357 are calculated m exactly lyalue
as those used to  determine the universal f gas- We have use 
°f fgas in a  comparative rather than an absolute way, an
Table 1. Cluster Properties derived from SZE measurements 
Cluster rpXr^y f p  M to ta l[< ^  J
Name_____________ (keV) (keV) (101 h M0 )_
Cl J1226.9+3332 = 9.8±f^ 2.7 ±  0.5 
Cl J0152.7-1357 6 .5 t{-72 8.7±i;| 2.1 ±0 .7  
MS 1054.4-0321 12 .3^9  10-4+o n 2.3 ±0-3 _
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Recent work confirms the accuracy of the SZE mass measurement method. 
Jeltema et al. (2001) analyzed a 91 ks Chandra ACIS-S observation of MS 1054.4 
-0321 and find the emission-weighted temperature to be 10.41^5 keV a t 90% 
confidence, lower than but consistent with the temperature of 12 .3 ^ 2  keV in­
ferred from ASCA data in Donahue et al. (1998). We also compare the total 
mass calculated for this cluster via the SZE method with the mass determined 
by weak lensing. Hoekstra et al. (2000) infer a total mass of 5 .4± 0.6x l 014/i]~go 
Mq within a 94 " aperture. The SZE data imply a  value of M fafaf  (<  94") =  
4.6 ±  0.8 x 1014/j10q Mq, consistent with the lensing measurements. Thus we 
conclude that estimating cluster masses from SZE data  and a measurement of 
the cluster redshift is a viable means of determining cluster tem peratures and 
masses without X-ray or lensing data.
3. SZE Survey
various d e n t h s ^ a ^  surveys are P ^ n e d  for the near future, with
S 3  i  a  red?™  T *  ^  se” silivi*  ° f  * SZE
al. 1996; Holder et aL^OW)11 TV Tlf* ^  B^artlett & Silk 19945 Barbosa et of a universal f ga follows from Equation 2 and the assumption
large areas to relativoK6 ®ro'1Pe^ / nt'° two tyPes ° f  surveys: those which cover 
the Planck Surveyor SaM n °W pt?is’ sim^ar to what can be expected with 
expected with upcoming <rr °I  ,s ]er’ relatively deep surveys, such as those 
Carlstrom et al. (2000) eff?rts- The left panel of Figure 2, from
two types of surveys. The 6 aPProximate expected limiting mass for the 
like survey is a limit m  tv, ■ rum a* sensitivity used to represent the Planck-
deep ^  ^  ° f  15 a t 30 GHz' * *
survey mass limits are also c o m m S .  dens%  1,m!t is ° ‘5 m Jy- The SZEserendipitous survev to an approximate mass limit for an XMM 
will be able to probe sompwif f  ,simple X'ray flux limit. A deep SZE survey 
promises to be a very interesting *  redShiftS paSt * ~  which 
. T^e right panels of FisrurP V l f  Ivdegree for a ACDM model (O ~  n exPected cluster counts per square
survey can expect to find ro^hlv!  ’ ? = ° '7,/i = °-65’^  = 1)- A deep SZE 
On the other hand, even tho.Lv, t  <l ter Per square degree with z  > 1-5. 
ut> a survey that covers half +1, a . allow survey has a relatively high mass 
^  The SZA ( S u n y a S S ^ i ^  W°UM find ~ 10000 dusters‘
eight 3.5 m telescopes to fV, Array), a project in development, will
comprising the OVRO M illing! a 6X1Stins array of six 10.4 m eter telescopes
in the centimeter wawL fllU array wil1 have two receivers,
( -115 GHz) regimes. The S7A "mi (26-36 GHz) and millimeter wavelength
n correlate 8 GHz bandwith win! uS6 a w^eband digital correlator, which
elescopes are specified to be bi.il . ^ out 20 MHz resolution. The 3.5 meter
The S7A haS the Capability to  operate a / v S^ ur a^ce accuracy of 30 ftm , so that 
m 1, , ^ IJrVf;.v IS expected to ha™ higher frequencies a t  an  im proved site. 
“  figure 2 . 10 h“ » x w t iv i ty  similiar to  the  curves labeled “0.5
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Such a survey will be able to probe the universe to high redshift and clusters 
of a cosmologically interesting range of masses. As the cluster masses can be 
determined from the SZE data  itself, the SZA survey can provide constraints on 
cosmological parameters independent of other determinations.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the projected yield of SZE cluster surveys. 
Left: Mass limits as a function of redshift for a typical wide-field type 
of survey (sensitivity limit of ~  15 mJy at 30 GHz) and for a typical 
deep survey (~  0.5 mJy). The approximate XMM serendipitous survey 
limit is also shown. Right: Differential (top) and cumulative (bottom) 
counts per square degree as a function of redshift for the two SZE 
surveys shown at left, assuming a ACDM cosmology (Holder et al. 
2000).
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